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Ratlonale.—Amerloan. History has recorded the deeds of the
founding fathers of this country and has referred tc them as noble
and noteworthy* These men« according to the literature* fought for
independence* wrote a constitution and endured the hardships that
occur in the formation of any new nation*
Some of these men were described as dreamers; poets referred
to them as the dreamers of the dreams* They -visualized a laid com¬
posed of a -variety of people* a land that would become the melting
pot for all nationalities* They conceived a land where people re¬
gardless of class or natal origin would ha-ve the oppor-bunity and re¬
sponsibility to work end li-ve according to -liioir eibilities and in¬
terests*
It is felt that prejudices ha-ve deterred these dreams* Per¬
sons finding th^isel-ves in minority groves (especially Hegro ser-vioe-
men) have not realized fhll equality of pri-vileges* responsibilities
and recognitions -that have been accorded the majority group* The
democratic ideal of mutual respect has not been obtained by all* Some
groups ha-ve not received appropriate credit for contributing to the
1
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groKth of inerioa because of their skin pigmentation^ their national
origin or their religious beliefs*
Recently, racial natters haTO become a particularly important
force in the development of historical events* The most serious
raoial issue has been focused on the Negro imerioan, both abroad and
at home* This is especially significant, for Ihe Negro ^erioan has
throughout history been denied opportunity, and treated as Inferior
because of oolor*
From their first introduction to life in imerioa, the Negro,
faced idth numerous obstacles, have made important contributions to
this country* Meuoy of them have achieved greatness, and have distin¬
guished themselves both as oitisens and servlowaen* It is the writer^s
belief that the aooomplishnents of the Negro servicemen comprise one
of the brightest chapters in imerioan history* These men vho coura¬
geously responded to the tocsin of the Revolutionary Weir, the War of
1812, the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, World Wars I and II,
the Korean Conflict and the Vietnam War distinguished themselves by
bravery, fortitxide and loyalty* Seemingly, their military records
warrant objective assessment*
In America, textbooks have had a far reaching influence upon
the teaching of histozy* Expository teaching exclusively fl*om texts
has perpetuated itself from generation to generation in maziy American
schools* In the social studies there is very little, if any, justi-
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fioatlon for the overuse of this device, for then the teaching Is
limited to the advantages possessed by the text and excludes the ad¬
vantages offered by other materials.
Student and teacher dependence upon the textbook as the only
source of information end as a means of developing ideas, shaping atti¬
tudes and promoting intellectual growth is deplored. Further, re¬
liance upon a single textbook may develop a blind acceptance of the
printed word. Students have no opportunity to see that authors differ
in Interpretation nor that even authors of high reputation may some¬
times err on facts. In addition, there may be serious gaps in infor¬
mation and imeven treatment of topics.^
The account in imerioan history textbooks of Negroes and their
2
contributions to society has never been ccmplete or well balanced.
Their fearlessness and heroism are scx&etimes entirely disregarded,
distorted, or Infrequently mentioned. "Wholesale omission has the
most serious effect of distorting history, ... that distortion builds
„3
an unfavorable and untrue image of minorities."
^Dorothy Fraser and Edith West, Social S'^dies in Secondary
Schools (New Yorkt The Ronald Press, 1961), p. 297.
2
Marie Elizabeth Carpenter, The Treatment of the Negro in
American History Textbooks (Menashat Geor^ Benta l*ublishing Co'.,
p. IV ■
Lucian Davis, "Current Controveriest Minorities in American
History Textbooks," Journal of Secondary Education, XLI (November,
1966), 295.
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Mario EliBabeth Carpenter, after examining eighty-six repre¬
sentative American history textbooks in 1941, found that the Negro as
a soldier vas not represented in the Amerioan history books evai when
military history was receiving more emphasis than it did at the time
of the study* Crispus Attuoks’ part in the Boston Massacre received
mention inaa few books that were analyzed. In more recently published
texts only the various types of aid given the Negroes in the Civil
Var were covered, in spite of the availability of several well docu¬
mented works describing the Negrc soldier in all the works of our coun¬
try*^
According to Lerone Bexmett, an author aid magazine writer
who specializes in historical articles, Aaerican histniy textbooks
still ignore or defame black Americana. After examiniag many text¬
books now in use in the American school system, Bennett made the fol¬
lowing statement to the Ad Hoc Subcommittee on De Facto School Segre-
gationt
In most books I have examined, black Americans appear by
a process of spontaneous generation.... Of equal importance,
in the negative conditioning of black and white Americans, is
the glossing over of the extraordinary ccmplexity in the
peopling and building of America. Contrary to the popular
view, black people came to America long before the Mayflower.
They were with the first French and Spanish explorers* They
fought with Prescott on Bunker Hill, they were with Grant in
Virginia. And if our history has any meaning, Crispus Attuoks,
the hero of the Boston l&issaore, and Salem Poor, a Bunker Hill
E* Carpenter, op. cit., p* 124.
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hero, ought to appear on the pages of our texts as th^ ^
appeared in the paintings and drawings of contemporaries.
Much of the foregoing information has oaused this writer to
become deeply concerned about the oonprehensiTeness and objectivity
of the information in the Georgia adopted hi^ school American history
textbooks, as related to Negro servicemen*
Evolution of the problem .—For many years, the writer served
as a teacher of American history in a large metropolitem. high school
in Georgia* After using the textbooks that were approved by the
State of Georgia, the writer became concerned about the dearth of
information oonoeming the contributions made by Negro servicemen*
Many outside references had to be used to inform the students of the
aoocHuplishments of Negro servicemen and to correct many distorted views
presented about them* Thus, the writer felt that an analysis of the
textbooks adopted by the State of Georgia, for the teaching of Ameri¬
can history to American children, was needed and could result in the
State adopting texts which contain a more accurate account of the con¬
tributions of Negro servicemen to American life*
Contribution to educational knowledge*—This study should be
valuable in projeoting a different image of the Negro servicemen, by
presenting documented infoimation concerning their achievements and
^U'*S*, Congress, House, Committee on Education and Labor,
Hearings, Books for Sohools and Treatment of Minorities, 89th Cong*,
id Seas*, 1966, p* £14*
oontributions to imerioetn life* It irould be beneficial to those
teaohers of ^erioan history* who are not knowledgeable of these
aooomplishments* They would then be better prepared to help students
ojiderstand and appreoiate fully the oontributions made by these men*
Finally* this study will add to the body of research done in liiis
area and will suggest to textbook writers extensive ohanges in the
treatment of Negro servioemen in imerioan history high school text¬
books*
Statement of problem*—The problem involved in this study
was to evaluate the extensiveness and aoouraoy of the information
about Negro servioemen as recorded in imerioan high sohool history
textbooks adopted by the State of Seorgieu
Purpose of study*—The general purpose of this study was to
assess the adequacy and aoouraoy of the imerioan history textbooks
used in the Georgia high schools in terms of their treatment of Negro
servicemen*
More speoifioally* the purposes were as follows*
1* To make an analysis of the state approved high sohool
imerioan history textbooks used in the public hi^ schools
of Georgia with regard to what they present to students
about Negro servioemen*
2* To evaluate the accuracy of the Infomation presented in
these books*
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5* To determine the oomprehenslveness of the information
presented in terms of being adequate enough to promote
an aoourate understanding of the role of Negro servicemen/
4» To find to vhat exbent the infoimation presented devBloped
positive and/or negative attitudes toward Negro servicemen.
5* To present findings with appropriate interpretation.
6. To ftn'mulate warranted conclusions/ implications/ and
recomoidations.
Limitations of the study."-This study was limited to an analy¬
sis of the imerioan history high school textbooks which appeared on
the approved textbook list of the State of Georgia for the school year
1967-68.
Locale and period of study.—This stvdy was done at the Trevor
Arnett Library, Atlanta TMiversityj tiie Atlanta Public Schools Pro¬
fessional Library and the Atlanta Public Library. The task of oolleot-
ing, organising and analyzing the data, as well as summarizing the
findings, was performed during the sumner of 1968.
Method of research.—The Descriptive-Survey Method, utilizing
the specific technique of content analysis and statistical treatment,
was used.
Materials.—The materials used for this study included twenty-
six Aneriean history high school textbooks that appear on the approved
textbook list of the State of Georgia and two additional ones which
have not been approved by the State but are widely used in the schools
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of Atlanta*
The textbooks selected for this study are listed below by
authors. A more oomprehensi-ve listing has been supplied in Appendix
"A."
The textbooks aret
1* Allen, Jack and Betts, John L., Historyt USA
2. Bailey, Thomas A*, The American Pagaent
3* Baldwin, Leland D* and Warring, Mary, History of Our
Republic
4. Boiler, Paul F., Jr. and Tilford, Jean, This is Our
Katicp
5. Brown, Richard C*, Lang, William C. and Wheeler, Mary A*,
The imerican Aohievanent
6. Casner, Mabel aind Gabriel, Ralph H,, Story of the American
Ration
7. Current, Richard R*, DeConde, Alexander and Dante, Harris
L., United States History
8. Sibling, Harold H., King, Fred M. md Harlow, James,
History of our United States
9* Sibling, Harold H*, King, FVed M., Harlow, James and
Finkelstein, Milton, The Story of America
10. Gairdner, William, Wastes Story of Our Country
11. Graff, Henry F., The Free and the Brave
12. Heller, Landis R*, Jr* end Potter, Rorris W*, One Ration
IndiTisible
IS. Johnson, Walter, The United States Since 1865
14. Ehownslar, Allan and Frizzle, Donald, Discovering Ameri¬
can History
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15. Link, Arthur S. and MusEy, David S., Our Aaerioaa
Republio
16. Maokey, Margaret G., Your Country*a History
17. Maokey, Margaret G., Your Country* s Story
18. Muzsey, David S. aad Link, Arthur S., Our Country*s
History
19. Platt, Nathaniel and Drumaand, Muriel Jean, Our Nation
from its Creation
20. Quillen, I. James and Drug, Edvreird, Living in Ovar
Amerioa
21. Shafer, Boyd C., MoLemore, Riohard and Augsburger,
Everett, TJnlted States History for High Sohools
22. Shafer, Boyd C., Mc^emore, Righoard A., Augsburger,
Everett, and Firikelstein, Miltcn, A High School History
of Modem America
23. Steinbtirg, Samuel, The United States (Story of a Free
People)
24* Todd, Lewis Paul end Curti, Merle, Rise of the Awerioan
Nation
25. Wade, Riohard C., Wilder, Howard B. and Wade, Louise C.,
A History of the United States
26. Wilder, Howard B., Ludlum, Robert P. and Brown, Harriett
MoCune, This is America* a Stoiy
27. Williams, T. Harry and Wolf, Hasel C., Our American Nation.
28. Wyman, Walker E. and Ridge, Martin, The Anerioan Adven-
ture
Prooedia'al steps.—The following procedural steps were utllizedt
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1* Literature pertinent to this study was reviewed, sum¬
marized aud presented*
2* The imerioan history high school textbooks which appeared
on the State of Georgia Approved Textbook List for 1967-
68 were seotared.
5* The textbooks were examined aud the pertinent data ex¬
tracted with reference to space allotment, pictoral repre¬
sentation and o(»ioepts*
4* The data were compiled and presented in neirrative form,
complemented by chEurts
5* Warranted findings, conclusions, implications and recom¬
mendations were included in the thesis*
Survey of related literature*—A survey of the Literature per¬
tinent to this study reveals that there is a great concern for the
treatment accorded Hegroes in the textbooks used in the public schools*
Numerous studies which will be cited in subsequent pages are in agree¬
ment that many aspects of Wegro life and culture are almost ecaapletely
omitted and frequently distorted* This is especially true of Hegro
servicemen* Stolkin indicated that not only is the role of minority
groups in our culture neglected but that the IMited States is depicted
as being almost exclusively white, Anglo-Saxon, or North European in
origin*^
^Aaron N* Stolkin, "The Treatment of Minorities in Textbooks,"
Education Digest, XXX (October, 1964), 21*
’ll
The consistent exclusion of 'the Negro from textbooks is
regarded by some educators as a culttiral conspiracy* John Hope
Franklin observed that textbook writers often discuss what America
has done for the Negro but fail to discuss what the Negro has done
for America* And this* he concluded* "represents a sinister and mis-
«1
leading implication that the country belongs only to the white people*
!^his depiction of the population pattern of the Ibiited States*
which is at variance with reality* may be attributed to one or both
of the universal errors often committed by textbook writers* "bias
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by omission" or "bias by inertia*" Tfhen an author relates the im¬
pressive records of his own personal heroes and ignores the creditable
deeds of minority heroes he is just as guilty of disregarding the basic
principles of sound historical writing as one who flagrantly distorts
the truth* This practice is labeled as "bias by omission*" The
second sin, "bias by inertia*" reveals itself in white-oriented text¬
books written by those authors who have not kept up with modem his¬
torical scholarship smd rely heavily on discredited myths and over-
T^orked viewpoints which tend to perpetuate racial prejudices*
These views are further supported in the findings of Dr*
Lawrence D* Reddick who* after examining the history textbooks used
^House Conmittee on Education and Labor* op* cit** p*811*
^ay Allen Billington, "Bias in History Textbooks*" Saturday
Re-ylew* XLIX (January 15* 1966)* 69-61*
in southern states^ concluded that all of the textbooks in use were
undesirable either by their omissions or unfavorable implications*
He described the books as being traditional* with a prosouthern bias
and filled with half-truths which probably were accepted by many as
true accounts*^
It is believed that white and black Americans are negatively
conditioned by liie widespread use of textbooks filled with evasions*
hsli^'truths and distortions* The effect on white Americans is disas¬
trous for they are filled with racism which tends to give them an ex¬
clusive sense of identification with a land created only by their blood
and sweat* On black Americans the effect is traumatic for their social
health depends on personal and group conceptions* and not being able
to identify with the history of our country, they are filled with a
feeling of inferiority and submissiveness*^ This writer regards this
as undesirable* since no child should be deprived of having pride in
his heritage and a sense of continuity with his past*
Relative to the role of the history of a people in building
the self-concepts and aspirational levels of children* an increasing
s
lumber of modem psychologists are convinced of its positive effects*
^Jtournal of Negro History* XIV July, 1934), 223-225* quoted
$n Leedell W. lleyland* ’’Tlrtiy llegro History in the Junior and Senior
High Sohools,f The Social Studies* LVII (November* 1967), 318*
2’
Lerone Bennett* Jr*, "The Negro in Textbooksi Reading*
♦Riting and Racism," Ebony* March* 1967, p*132*
®Sol N* Elkina, "Minorities in Textbooks* The Latest Chap¬
ter," Teachers College Record* LXVI (March* 1965), 503*
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Further, since textbooks are heavily relied upon in the social studies,,
they obviously influence the social thinking of the young.^
This view has also been supported by Cornelius ^roup, who con¬
ducted a study to determine the effect that the Negro culture content
found in textbooks had on children. Troup reported!
It would not bo surprising if the jamority of the white
children of Georgia would feel the Negro was unworthy of respect
...such an attitude could only serve to widen the gap wh^ch
separates whites frcm blacks, and does not serve to bring
closer the possibility of complete interracial accord.
The Negro pupil who has studied the state adopted textbooks
of Georgia might be expected to lea-ve school almost entirely
lacking in self respectgSnd confidence in his own capabilities
to achieve sind produce.
In an early attempt to detemine the treatment given the Negro
soldier in textbooks, H. B. Eleazer examined twenty Merican History
books used in fourteen southern states. He found that seventwen of
the books gave not the slightest suggestion that the Negro ever ren¬
dered any service to the flag of his country, while the other three
only implied the facts.
In still another study to determine the amount of Negro oul-
jbure content contained in the fifty-one textbooks used in the State
^American Historical Society, Conclusions sind Recommendations,
A Report of the Commission of Social Studies (tiew 'lork* American
Historical Society, 1934), p.79.
2
Cornelius Troup, "The Culture Content in the State-Adopted
Textbooks of Georgia" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta University, 1937), p. 74.
3
R. B. Eleazer, School Books and Radial Antagonism, A Report
Prepared for the Executive Committee on !B(iuoa'tion sind Hade Relations
(Atlanta, Georgia, 1937), p.3.
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of Mississippi, it was found that fi-ve of them referred to the Negro
as a soldier. One of the texts praised the bravery and heroism of
the Negroes who fought with Jackson for the independence of this coun¬
try. Another text reported the dissatisfaction of General Grsmt with
t^e Negro troops in the South. No mention was made of Negroes who not
only fought with Washington, the Confederates or the allied forces in
World War I but acquitted themselves with honor. There were'Mioyaioounts
of the Negroes* bravery at sea. In short, there was very little to
relate to the Negro and national defense in the specifio deeds of in¬
dividuals, or in a general way. The impression given is that Negroes
have not figured significantly in any of the enooxmters of their
country.^
This idea prevails today in some areas and is supported by
the findings of Tom Wicker of the New York Times, who was in Viet¬
nam recently and made a study ffifitha attitudes of the Negro soldiers
who make up a very high percentage of the sirmy there. He found that
many of them believed that in Vietnam, Negroes were for the first time
getting a chsuaoe to prove themselves as soldiers, and that this belief
pushed nany of them to emoell as fighting men. Few, tf them knew that
thousands of Negroes served under George Washington in the American
R,evolution euad Andrew Jackson in the War of 1812} that Negroes fought
Walter Reed, "Negro Culture Content in State Adopted Text¬
books of Mississippi" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education
Atlanta University, 1947), pp. 37-38.
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gallantly on both sides in the Civil Warj and that a large nuaber
of the cavalrymen who cleared the old west of Indians were Hegroes*^
The official records of the army and ziavy, statements of com¬
manders under whom Negroes served, newspapers and other evidence very
definitely establish the Negroes* part in ibnerica’s major wars* Cris-
pus Ittucks, a Negro, is shown in the picture of the Boston Massacre*
A Negro soldier is seen in a picture depicting a scene cf the victory
of Perry at Lake Erie*^
Of the Negroes* performance in the Civil War, Secretairy of War
Stanton said that the whole contest would have gone against the Union
if at the last mcmient 200,000 Negroes had not Joined the army and
turned the tide of victory*®
In World War I Negro regiments distinguished themselves as com¬
bat troops, including enlisted and drafted men* During World War II
Negroes served in all branches of the Army and Navy*
Eesearoh also 3:*eveals that Negroes have received individual
4
awetrds for heroism and extraordinary achievement in all of the wars*
The nation* s highest honor, the Congressional Medal of Honor, has been
w«m by more than forty Negroes in all wars except World War I emd World
^ oia.';Wiok0ri S'Aaaeripah Sbbietjf iinWhitf Orlentadg*'!':fhe Atlanta
Constitufcion, March 2:, 1968, p* 4*
^Marie E* Carpenter, op* cit*, pp* 39-40*
^Howard N* Ityer, "The Neglected Tool,"’ The Crisis, LXX
(November, 1963), 532*
%aurioe K* Davie, Negroes in .tonerioan Society (New York*
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc*, 1949), pp* 3l5-?l6*
Id
War II* According to Ebony, the forty-seventh Negro was awarded the
Congressional Medal in April, 1967*^
The massive thrusts recently aimed at textbooks which perpe-
ifuate the stereotype Negro either by omission or ooniaiasion have failed
to present a true account of the role of the Negro in American life
and have prompted school systems, publishers and textbook writers to
take steps to correct this evil*
A( temporary solution used by a few school systems confronted
with ■ttie acute shortage of multi-ethnic materials has been the de-
velopnent of a wide variety of classroom supplementary materials—
books, brochures, and pamphlets that deal exclusively with the Nemo’s
rple in history*
Bpt, in spite of the fact that these supplements bridge the
g^p, many of them have been met with strong resistance on the part of
those who feel that this is but another devious means of keeping the
2
Npgro out of the mainstresim of American life*
Ip. 1964 the California State Curriculm Commission of Guide-
Ij^nes for Reference to Ethnic end Cultural minorities in textbooks
^Irvin H. Lee, Negro Medal of Honor Men (New York* Dodd Mead
and Co., 1967), pp* 127-^9*
2
, «
Edgni Lantz, "Dixie Town Fetes War Hero," Ebony, Juno, 1967,
p*27 *
2
Rdbert D, Price, "Textbook Dilemma in the Social Studies,"
The Social Studies, XVII (January, 1966), 24*
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stated that textbooks must be free of bias and prejudice and, in ful¬
fillment of this aim, must accurately portray the participation of
1
minority groups in American life.
The Board of Education of the City of New York has also adopted
specific measures to eliminate the traditional discriminatory prac¬
tice of excluding or glossing over the contributicns of minority groups
to American life. In a Policy Statement on the Treatment of Minori¬
ties in Textbooks, the Superintendent of Schools indioatedt
...he would recommend only those instructional materials
which were in accord with the stated educational objectives of
the Board of Education. These objectives include a realistic
and sympathetic account both in text and Illustrations, of the
role of minority groups in our culture, past and present.
The Board further agreed that the listing of the contribu¬
tions of a few prominent representatives of each minority group would
not be satisfactory, for the Bhited States, a nation of minorities,
S
has been developed by the significant contributions of each group.
Pressures for changed treatment of Negroes in textbooks have
also forced school boards in Detroit, Philadelphia and other large
cities to adopt resolutions supporting the use of multi-ethnic texts.
Many of those pushing for the integrated texts feel l^at such texts
^California State Curriculum Canmittee, Guidelines for
Reference to Ethnic and Cultural Mnorities in Textbooks, A Report
to the !Pu'biio Sohooi System of Caiii‘ornia (^acramentot California
State Curriculum Committee, 1964), p. 2. (Mimeographed.)
2
House Coiaaittee on Education and Labor, op. oit«, p. 286.
®Ibid.
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could significantly affect iiie academic progress of the nation's
Negroes. Gertrude Tfhippie, assistant director of language educa¬
tion for Detroit public schools has asserted, ’’Negro children iden¬
tify more readily with characters in integrated books, ssad this
increases their interest in, and rate of, learning.”^
In a resolution adopted by the Conference Hesolution Com¬
mittee at the Fourth National NEA-Ccsamiss ion on Professional Rights
and Responsibilities Conference on Civil and Human Rights of Educators
held last year, persons concerned with education were urged to take
immediate steps tot
Remove all distorted and inaccurate material about Negroes
from textbooks and other teaching materials; and present an
accurate and comprehensive portrayal of the cultural, economic
and scientific contributions past and presert—of all segments
of American Society.^
Some publishers, in an attempt to meet the demands made upon
them by those who desired complete representation of the Negro in
the textbooks and those who would only purchase the "lily-white" books,
have compromised by publishing two editions of the same text. Other
publishers, feeling that they had a moral responsibility to print the
truth, are offering exclusively the multi-ethnic texts in all parts
of the country.
^House Committee on Education and Labor, op. cit., pp. 804-05.
2
"The Treatment of Minorities in Textbooks," School ard
Society, ICV (Summer, 1967), p. 323. —————
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These are but a few of the promising signs that the image of
the Negro in imerioan history textbooks is changing. Other states
or areas are making siLow but sure progress toward the adoption of multi-
ethnio textbooks* In the South, Virginia and Florida hawe taken steps
1
in this direction*
Hopefully, there will soon be in all states and espeoially
Georgia a sharp escalation of the use of balanced textbooks whose por¬
trayal of the Negro servio^en will perpetuate natural respect for all
imerioans* Further, in using books from which "•••Negroes learned
more about themselves and their contributions to this culture, you
would be liberating not only Negroes, you*d be liberating white peo-
2
pie who know nothing about their own histoiy."
^eyland, op* oit*, p. 326.
2
James Baldwin, "A Talk to Teachers," Saturday Review, 31LI
(December, 1963), 44* '
CHAPTER II
PRESEHTAIION AM) ANALYSIS OF DATA
Foreword
How much longer can so many Americans escape knowing the im¬
portant position which the Negro serrloeman occupy in the world today?
This writer feels that the period might cover another 200 years unless
constnuotive efforts are advanced to supply the necessary knowledge and
understEuiding* There is ample evidence of their role in nearly every
war engaged in by America—-from the American Revolution to the Yietnam
ITar* Reference to the many notable episodes of bravery beyond the call
of duty executed by these servicemen is made in an Army Service Hanual,
"The Negro soldier has a rich heritage and tradition of loyal and out¬
standing performance in every war the United States has fought*... Of
this history, many white people are tmfamiliar and most Negroes do not
-1
know the details."
Various studies have indicated that iiie role of the history of
a people greatly influences the social concepts of its young end that
the consistent exclusion of portrayals of Negroes has a deleterious
“^•S. Army Service Forces, Leadership and the Negro Soldier,




effect on Negro ohildren. Therefore, a ocncem fca* a realistic por¬
trayal of the Negro servicemen in American history textbooks has developed
among those educators vrho are not satisfied with the incomplete aad un¬
balanced accounts printed*
Introdvntion
Since textbooks have a far reaching iafluence upon the teaching
of history, an atteiipt liras made in the preceding chapter to not only
emphasize Hie need for an improvement of the presentation of the Negro
servicemen in Amerioan history textbooks but also to cite measures
taken by sane states to correct this (mission*
The meijor purpose of this study naa to evaluate the high school
American history textbooks used in the State of Georgia in terms of
their treatment of Negro servicemen vrho participated in the following
warSI The Revolutionaiy War, The War of 1812, The Civil War, The Indian
Wars (1862-1890), The Spanish-American War, World War I, World War II,
The Korean Conflict and the Vietnam War*
Organizatioi end Treatment of Data
The checklist employed in this study was constructed so as to
incltide items deemed necessary, in the opinions of authorities and/or
accepted criteria, in the area of social studies textbook evaluation.
The rating scale used reflects the degree of emphasis placed upon the
items of the criteria found in the textbooks being used as materials*
Each item was rated on a scale from "S’* to "l" with "5" repre-
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senting the highest rank. The wlatiTS quality of each factor was in¬
dicated according to this oodet
"5" — Excellent (Outstanding in quality)
«4« _ Good (High in quality)
"S" ~ Fair (Moderate in quality)
"2" ~ Poor (Unsatisfactory in quality
"1" — ihsent (No representation)
Using the instrument or checklist as a guide, a search of the
textbooks was made in order to assess the treatment given the Negro
servicemen in each of the wars fought by imerioa. This set of cri¬
teria was based on the textbook evaluative criteria established by the
1 2 S
States of California,''' New York, and Michigan.
The rating given was based upon the extent tc which mention was
made of the following key iteast
1. Negro soldiers by regiments or sailors by ships
2. Number of Negro servicemen in tiie different branches of
ser'vice
3. Henards received by Negro ser'vicemen for valor
4. Negroes who ser-ved as officers in the ser-vioes
5. Commendations made of Negro servicemen by Commanders
^House Comnittee on Education end Labor, Books for Schools,




\mder •whom they served, irar records, newspapers and
other sources*
Textbook rating*—The rating of each textbook was determined
by the degree of emphasis placed on each item* For each book the
total was taken from e^^ch table and divided by 10, (which represents
the number of items), to get the average weight. The ratings for each
criterion are later presented in tabular data*
Item identification*—The ten items used in the criteria have
been assigned an alphabet which vill be used throughout the study* The
criteria aret
A- The content of '&e text promotes understanding, accept¬
ance, and respect for the dignity and worth of the Negro
servicemen*
B — Adequate recognitiaa is given to the Negro servicemen
who are a part of the American society*
C— The graphic and verbal illustrations clearly illustrate
that America's armed forces are multi-racial*
D — The content of the text is accurate and in accord with
the most recent historical research concerning Negro
servicemen*
E — In portraying differences and characteristics of Negro
servicemen the text avoids stereotypes and caricatures*
F — The treatment of inter-racial problems in the aomied
forces which might involve prejudice aiKi discrimination
is fair and objective*
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G — The content is free of implications or unnecessary
language irlioh tends to offend Negro ser-vloemen.
H -- The forces and conditions which have worked to the
advantsige and/or disadvantage of the Negro servicemen
are presented in such a manner that the student is led
to make accurate and unbiased Judgnent regarding in¬
tergroup conflict.I— The approach to the treatment of the role of the Negro
servicemen is realistic and does not gloss the tensions
of multi-racial relations.
J — The content reflects a recogiition of the modem trend
with regards to changes in the way the American people
think about Negro servicemen.
Textbook list.—The list of twenty-eight textbooks which ap¬
peared in Chapter I and Appendix A is also shown below. Each book was
assigned a Roman numeral which has been used throughout the study.
The textbooks aret
I - Historyt USA
II - The American Pageant
III - History of Our Republic
is Nation
V - The American Achievement
VI - Story of the American Nation
VII - United States History
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VIII -The Aaerioan Achievement
IX - The Story of America
X - West’s Story of Our Country
XI - The Free snd the Brave
XII - One Nation Indivisible
XIII - The United States Since 1865
XIV - Discovering American History
X7 - Our American Republic
XVI - Your Country’s History
XVII - Your Country’s Story
XVIII - Our Country’s History
XIX - Our Nation From its Creation
XX - Livii?g in Our America
XXI - United States History for High Schools
XXII - A High School History of Modern America
XXIII - The United States: Story of a Free People
XXIV - Rise of the American Nation
XXV - A History of the United States
XXVI - This is America’s Stoiy
XXVII - Our American Nation
XXVIII -The American Adventure
The Basic Findings
The significant findings of this research are presented in
tabular form in nine tables. Each table represents the degree of
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emphasis placed cn the criteria by the textbooks for each of the wars.
For each book the total and average wei^t have been computed. Addi¬
tionally, factual interpretations and pictorial representations are in¬
cluded for each war.
The Revolutionary War
Tabular data.—The tabulations in Table 1 indicate that among
the twenty-eight textbooks examined. Book XI ranks highest because it
places more emphasis on the items of the criteria than any of the other
texts. 1?hile it did not place in the excellent or good categories, it
is the only book that treated each of the items, as well as the only
one to place in the fair category.
Book XIX, which ranked second, treated all of the items ex¬
cept "E** and emphasized item "F" more than Book XI. The third rank¬
ing book, XVI, gaTie no attention to three of the items, but placed more
emphasis on "E" than Book XI. The same is true of the fourth and fifth
ranking books, XTT and'XXIt* Th® sixth ranking book, XXVII, also
placed no aaphasis on three of the items but unlike Books XII and XXI,
failed to outrank Book XI on any item.
According to the numerical rating. Books XVI and XIX placed in
the poor category. Three other te::d»^, Books XVI, XXI and XXII, eilso
placed in the poor category. Eleven of the books ranked in the absent
category because they failed to treat any of the items. Book XIII was
not rated because its content did not deal with this period of history.
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TABLE 1






DBF G H I j:
Totals Average
Weight
I 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 17 1.7
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
III 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 1.4
IV 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 15 1.5
V 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VI 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 15 1.5
VII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
IX 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 15 1.5
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XI 5 5 5 5 2 2 3 3 3 3 36 3.6
XII 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 16 1.6
XIII -
XIV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0






D E F G H I J
Totals Average
Weight
XVI 3 3 3 3 4 1 3 1 1 3 25 2.5
XVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 1.4
XIX 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 28 2.8
XX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 3 3 5 3 3 1 3 1 1 2 23 2.3
XXII 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1 3 24 2.4
xmi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIIV 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 16 1.6
XXV 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 17 1.7
xm 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 1 1 2 22 2.2
XXVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
Factual interpretation of textual dateu—The striking thing
about all of the texts in regards to their treatment of the Hegro
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servicemen in the Revolutionary War is their failure to measure up
quantitatively and qualitatively to the standards of souxid scholarly
research. The msgority cf the books do not reflect, with any degree
of accuracy, the part played by these loyal and patriotic imerioans.
The fact that 5,000 of these black patriots volunteered to
fight for their country, kiMwing that General Georgp Washington did
1
not desire their services, is almost completely ignored by the texts.
Only three of the books, I, Till and XXVI, discuss the most familiar
event of the War, the Boston Massacre aid the martyrdom of Crispus
Attuoks. Two of the books, XI and XXVII, refer to three Negroes who
fought bravely on Anerica's side, Peter Salem, Salem Poor and Mark
Starlin; also the fact that Negroes were with the Minutemen and fought
at Lexington, Concord, Bunker Hill, Ticonderoga and Valley Forge, A
very vague reference is made in Book XIX to 'ttie all-Negro unit that
fought in a battle at Neniq>ort, R. I., as well as the fact that Negroes
were discriminated against with regards to pay and equipment.
Pictorial representation.—The visual presentation of Negro
servicemen who participated in the Revolutionary War is very scanty
in spite of the fact that it is strongly felt by many educators that
illustrations can help stodents visualize and develop a better under¬
standing of historical data.
Only four of the texts printed pictures which supported the
^Bill Cosby, Narrator, "Of Black Amerioai The Negro Soldier."
C.B.S. Telecast, July 9, 1968.
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textual iufomation. Books TI“and jtXY? included pictures of the monu¬
ment erected in Boston in honor of the patriots nrho died in the Boston
Kassaore. A graphic picture of the Boston llassacire sketched by Paul
HeTOre tras found in Book If and Book IX complemented the event vith a
picture of the street fighting in Boston which precipitated the Boston
Massacre* All of these pictures were used very effectively and supported
the textual material*
Evidence of distortion and/or omission was also noted with re¬
gards to the pictorial treatment of the Kegro servicemen* Books XI and
XXY reproduced the same picture of the Boston Massaore as was printed
by Book I* cited earlier* but no mention was made of Crispus Attucks*
a Negro and the first American patriot to die in the War for Independence*
Even the faces of eill of the participants in the Mass acre were painted
white* Neither book carried a reproduction of the painting dealing with
Washington crossing the Delawazw* On this boat was a black man*
These distortions and omissions, which haw far a long time been
favored devices used by writers and publishers who wish to avoid contro¬
versy, tend to haw a negative effect upon the attitudes of many Ameri¬
cans* This writer feels, too many Americans*
Too few of Ihe texts included pictures which would in sane way
impart some knowledge of the contributions to America made by the black
serviceman* This dearth of pictorial representation can only impair
whatewr oonoepts had been formed*
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The War of 1812
Tabular data»—The tabulations of Table 2 indicate that with
regards to the War of 1812, only five of the texts treated the cri¬
teria* Of these. Book XI ranked highest but had an average weight
between fair and poor* It did not emphasize items "T** nor ”1? The
remainder of the items were emphasized moderately* The second rank-
ing Book, XIX, failed to emphasize the two items missed by the tc^
ranking Book, XI, plus an additional item, criterion "S*” The same
degree of emphasis was placed on the remaining items as was placed by
Book XI. These were the only books to evan rank in the poor or unsatis¬
factory category*
Book XIII did not treat the subject because the content of the
book was not applicable to the treated subject* Twenty-two of idle
books failed to emphasize sLuy of the items and 'therefore were placed
in the absent category*
Books III, XII and XXVII, even thoiijgh rating very unsatis¬
factory in quality, did possess some degrees of representation, and
this was more thatn the twenty-two other books did with average weights
of 1*0 or no representation* The average weights for Books III, XII
and XXVII were 1*4, 1*7 and 1*6 respectively*
Factual interpretation of textual data*—The participation of
the Negro soldiers and sailors who served their country in the War of
1812 is almost completely omitted in liie texts* The glowing tribute
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TABLE 2




D E F G H I J
Totals ATrerage
Weight
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
III 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 1.4
IV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
V 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
IX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XI 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 1 2 24 2.4
XII 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 17 1.7
XIII - -
XIV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0






D E F G H I J
Totals Average
Weights
XVI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIX 3 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 20 2.0
XX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XSIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
xxrv 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXVI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXVII 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 16 1.6
xrviii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
paid by General Andrew Jackson to the Hegro soldiers who fought with
him ab New Orleans—"To the men of color-soldieiwl ••• I expected much
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of you*.*. But you surpass jny hopes, —is completely ignored in all
of the books exo^t Book ZIX. Three of the other texts* Books III*
HI and XXII* treat very vaguely the fighting of Negro troops nith
Jackson. Book XI touches upon Peiry’s viotoiy on the Great Lakes and
alludes to the Negro sailors who were on his ship. Approximately nine
percent of General Jackson's Army and twaiiy-five percent of Commodore
2
Perry's Navy were Negro.
Pictorial representatlon.--i»-It is quite apparent that the au¬
thors and publishers of the twenty-seven textbooks exaained were not
concerned with extending students' understanding and appreciation of
the materials presented with regards to the Negro sericemen* for neither
of thm graphically illustrated the events of the War of 1812 in which
the Negro played a meaningful role*
A peace-time photograph depicting Conmodore Perry and a Negro
naval member going ashore at Tokyo in 1854 is presented in Book XI.
The Civil War
Tabular data*—From the tabulations in Table 3* it is noted
that Book TI ranks highest among the books examined and emphasised
each of the items in the criteria* It is interesting to note that the
second highest ranking book* XI* stressed five of the items suffi¬
ciently high enough to rank them in the excellent category* compared
Nathaniel Platt emd Muriel Jean Drummond* Our Nation from.
Its Creation (Englewood Cliffss Prentice-Hall* 1966j* p. 209.
^"Of Black America," C.B.S. Telecast, op. cit*
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TABLE 3






I 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 2 2 3 33 3.3
II 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 15 1.5
III 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 19 1.9
IV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
V 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 2 25 2.5
VI 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 43 4.3
VII 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 19 1.9
VIII 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 2 2 26 2.6
IX 3 3 4 3 3 1 3 3 2 3 28 2.8
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XI 5 5 5 5 3 3 5 3 3 4 41 4.1
XII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIV 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0






DBF G H I J
Totals Average
Weights
XVI 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 1.4
XVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 1.4
XIX 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 2 3 36 3.6
XX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 3*0
xni 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 3.0
XXIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIV 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 3.0
XXV 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1 2 23 2.3
XXVI 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 19 1.9
XXVII 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 2 23 2.3
XXVII 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 15 1.5
to only three items in the excellent categoiy for Book VI* Further,
Book XI placed only one item, "J," in the good category nhile Book VI
S7
placed its remaining se-ven items in the good category* Book XIX, the
third ranking book, outranked Book XI on only one item, "H," but failed
to outrank Book W.'in any oatejgory* It should also be mentioned that
Book XIX did not rank in the excellent category •with any item and re¬
coiled a poor rating fbr item "li"
According to the numerical rating. Book VI and XI placed in
the good category and Book XIX in the fair* Eight of the books were
placed in the absent category because •tiiey did not stress any of the
itans* The se'venteen other books aohieired average weights which ranked
them at and below fair in quali'by*
Factual interpretation of the textual data*—The majority of
■liie texts gave some consideration to the particiapation of Negroes in
the Civil War - the exceptions are Books IV, X, XII, XIII, XIV, XVII,
XX and XXIII*
Thirteen of tiie books estimated ttiat be'tween 150,000 to
200,000 Negroes enlisted in the Union Army, many with officers’ rank*
According to The Negro Handbook, 278,000 Negroes were inducted in both
the Union and Confederate Armies*^
Book II stated that the Southern slaves did not help their
Northern liberators by joining the Union forces but Book IX refutes
this statement. In quoting John Hope Franklin, the folio-wing passage
is usedi ”•*•Recruiters succeeded in enlisting 134,000 Negro soldiers
Ifebony Editors, The Negro Handbook (Chioagot Johnson Publish¬
ing Co*,1966), p*294*
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in slave states* as compared with 52*000 from the free states* where
.1
...the Negro population is much smaller."
Books I and ZI named sane of the Negro units organised to
fight with the TJhion, while Book YI discussed quite poignantly the
valor of the 54th Massachusetts Infantry in attempting to take Fort
TTagner .
Book 2ZI7 is the only hook to mentim that the Negro soldiers
wi'iii the Union faced hazards not faced by other troops in that the
Cosafederates considered them as outlaws and if captured* plaimed to
treat them as criminals. Later* however* the Confederates in 1865
found it necessary to induct Negroes in their Army.
There is no mention* whatsoever* of liie Fort Pillow Massacre
in which a large number of Negro combatants and nonoombatants were
killed ty a Confederate force led by Major General Nathan B. Forrest.*^
Books ZI and ZIZ took note of the courageousness of Idie Negro
servicemen and the fact that a score or more had won Congressional
Medals of Honor. In the words of Secretaiy of War Stanton* "They have
«3
proved themselves amcng the bravest of the brave."
Lee's Negro Medal of Honor Winaers cites sixteen recipients of
^John P. Davis, ed.* The American Negro Reference Book (Engle¬
wood Cliffst Prentice-Hall, 1966}, pp. 61(5-611.
Richard C. Wade, et. al., A History of the Ifaited States
(Atlanta* Houghton Mifflin CTo., 1966), p. 37j5.
^Lee* op. oit., pp. 127-128.
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the jlrny*s highest honor and four for the Navy’s.^
Pictorial representation.—There were no duplications of
pictures among the six books that included graphic portrayal of Negroes
in the Civil War. Book I pictured the 22nd Colored Infentry at Peters¬
burg, Va., storming the Confederate entrenchment. A very colorful and
stirring photograph of the 54th Infantry attacking Fort Wagner was pre¬
sented in Book 71 and likenesses of two Negro soldiers were included
in Books Till and XI. Book XXY portrayed a group of Negro soldiers who
won the praise of Secretary of War Stanton. A picture of a poster de¬
picting Negro soldiers was printed in Book XX^II. This poster was used
extensively in the drive to recruit more Negro soldiers.
All of the pictures supported very impressingly the textual in¬
formation, but, here again, the vsry limited use of pictures left much
to be desired. Opportunities for using illustrations to enhance the
learning experiences of the students were significantly disregarded.
The Indian Wars (1882-1890)
Tabular data.—The tabulations in Table 4 indicate that only
one text. Book XXI7, placed any emphasis on the criteria established
and that emount was very unsatisfactory. Some emphasis, though inade¬
quate, was gi'ven to each of the items except ”H.”
Factual interpretation of textual data.—A great wall of si¬
lence characterises the texts with regards to the contribution of the
^Lee, op. clt., pp. 127-128.
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TABLE 4




D E F G H I J
Totals A'verage
Weights
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X xo 1.0
II 1 1 X X X X X X 1 1 xo 1.0
III 1 1 X X X X X X 1 X xo 1.0
IV X 1 X X X X 1 X X 1 xo X.O
V 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VI 1 1 X X 1 X 1 1 X 1 10 1.0
vn 1 1 1 1 X X X X 1 1 10 1.0
VIII 1 X X 1 X 1 X X X 1 10 1.0
IX 1 X X 1 X X X X X 1 10 1.0
X 1 X X X X X X X X 1 xo X.O
XI 1 X X I X X X X X X xo X.O
XII 1 X X X X X X X X 1 10 1.0
XIII 1 X X 1 1 X 1 1 X 1 10 1.0
xrv 1 X 1 X X X X X X X 10 X.O






D E F G H I J
Totals Average
Weight
X7I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
X7II 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
ZX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIII 1 1 1 1 1
•
1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIV 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 19 1.9
XXV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
ZXVI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
Negro soldiers in winning the west. A single note, "Negroes foughb
as comrades in arms against the Indians"^ is 4most completely obscured
^ewis Pavd Todd and Merle Curti, Rise of the American Nation
(Atlantat Haroourt, Brace end World, Inc., 1966^, p. 43^.
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lly the great quantity of material liiioh reflect on the ill-balsinoed
alnd negative treatment of the role of the Negro cavalrymen, fourteen
df t^om iron Congressional Medals of Honor*
Ifhe book did not mention that there mere four all-Negro regi-
itents stationed at forts in the western land; black troops were vdth
General Custard at Little Big Horn and that they captured Chief Geronimo
dnd ran Sitting Bull into Canada*^
I^iotorial representation*—There are no pictorial representa-
iSions of the Negro servicemen who participated in the Indian Wars* Pic¬
tures of these dramatic events would perhaps clarify the pupils' under¬
standing of this woefidly neglected subject*
The Spanish-Amerioan War
1
Tabular data*—From the tabulations in Table 5, it is noted
I '
that Book JXIV ranks highest among the books by placing more emphasis,
though inadequate, on idle items of the criteria* Seven of the items
placed in the fair category while items "F," "H," and "l" were designated
as absent* The numerical rating for the book, 2*4, is between fair eind
poor* The second ranking book, HVI, received only poor ratings, 2*0,
but each of the ten items was evidenced* The third ranking book, I,
idiough placed in idle below poor category, 1*6, received a poor rating
for six of its items and an absent rating for items "E," "F," "H?* and
f
Vx)f Black imerioa," C.B*S. Telecast, op*oit*
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Ti©LE 6




D E F G H I J
Totel 8 Average
Weight
I 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 16 1.6
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
V 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
IX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XI 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1.1
XII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0




A B C D
Criteria
E F G H I J
Totals Average
Weight
XVI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XK 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIV 3 3 3 3 3 1 5 1 1 3 24 2.4
XXV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXVI 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 2.0
XXVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
"I*” Except for Book which received an absent rating for all of its
items* excluding item "C," the other twenty-four books were ranked in
the absent category#
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factual interpretation of textual data#—»A11 but three of
the texts avoided all reference to the Negro servicemen’s contribu¬
tion to this# ilmerioa's shortest mir# Tvo of these# Books ZI sind
XXIV# credited the 24th and 25th Regiments with supporting Roosevelt’s
Rough Riders in the defense of a fort in Cuba# In passing# Book XXVI
mentioned that Negroes fought side-by-side with the white soldiers
and sailors but were commanded by white officers#
^The fact that five Negro soldiers and four Negro sailors won
the Congressional Medal of Honor and the Navy Medal of Honor, respec¬
tively, wont unnoticed#^ Neither was there any evidence that the
Negro 10th Cavalry, along with the 24th and 25th Regiments, fought with
Roosevelt at San Juan Hill and won the praise from him as followst "I
2
want no better troops than these colored troopers.#.." Yet# seven
years later, as President of the U.S.A., Roosevelt discharged without
honor three companies of the 25th Regiment because idiey either refused
to conform to the black servile stereotypes which were acceptable to
the South and/or refused to imform on those soldiers guilty of misbe¬
havior. ^
Pictorial representation.—Only one of the pictures used by
the texts forcefully and effedtively enhanced the pupils' understanding




Davis# op. cit## p#6l5#
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axid appreciation of an important histcrioal e-vent and the part played
by the Negro servicemen in it. An extremely captivating photograph of
the 24th and 25th Regjmeubs* rescuing the Rough Riders who had been
trapped by ihe Spemiards in a fort which had been previously taken by
the Americans* is printed in Book XIIV. The photograph is certain to
reinforce the retaation of the pupils.
Two of -the texts. Books I md V, flagrantly distort reality by
picturing the Rough Riders stoming San Juan Hill with no representa¬
tion of Negro troops, who made this -victory possible.^
World War I
Tabular data.—The tabulation from Table 6 indicate that the
top ranking book in the treatment of the ittos of the criteria was
Book XIX which placed seme degree of enphasis on each of the items.
Seven of the items received excellent emphasis; item "J," good empha¬
sis; item "F," fair emphasis; and item *E," poor emphasis. Book XXVI,
the deeozd highest ranking book, placed fair emphasis on each of the
iteas and therefore, did nob outrank Book XIX on any of the items.
The third place book, XXV, placed fair emphasis on eight of the items
but did not gi-ve any attention to items "E" and "Ff
Numerically, 4.4, Book XIX was placed in the good oategoiy.
Book XXVI in the fair oategoiy, 3.0, and Book XXV in the category be-
^"Of Black America," C.B.S. telecast, op» oib>
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TABLE 6
RATINGS FOR WORLD WAR I
Books ^ Totals A'veraige
A B C D E F G H I J Weights
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
III Z 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 19 1.9
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
V 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 16 1.6
71 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
7II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
Till 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
IX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 10 1.0
XII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIII 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1.1
XI7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0






C D E F G H I
Totals Average
Weights
171 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XK 5 5 5 5 2 3 5 5 5 4 44 4.4
XX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 16 1.6
XXII 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 16 1.6
XHII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIV 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 17 1.7
1X7 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 3 26 2.6
XX7I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 3.0
XXVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XI7III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
tween fair and poor* 2.6. Eighteen of the books did not place any
en^hasls on iiie items and iiierefore placed in the abseit oategory*
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Factual interpretation, of textual data.—Leas than half of the
books examined gaire any recognition to the Negro servicemen who fought
in Wot Id War I* The fact that four Negro regiments were awarded the
French Croix de Guerre is mentioned only in Book XIX. Book XIVI simply
stated that the Negro soldiers were decorated for gallantry. It also
mentioned that Negro regiments wore oomaanded by white officers.
Aooording to Book XV, more than a million Negroes served in the
£urmed forces with about half of that number serving overseas. When re¬
turned to this country, the Negroes , who had faced little or no dis¬
crimination abroad, found that the Xu Klux Xian was operating in the
North and South to retain the status quo with regards to races. And,
Book XXV further noted that there were other vrtiites who were determined
to maintain racial barriers. "Their anger was especially directed to¬
ward the Negro who had served in the army. During 1919, of the 70
Negroes lynched, ten of ttiem had been soldiers."
Not mentioaed in any of the books are accounts of the 93rd
Division being the first combat unit over seas j that the 369th Regiment
saw 191 days of front line action and never lost ground; and that
General Pershing was nicknamed "Black Jade" because he was the only
2
top officer who did not mind having Negro troops fight with him.
Richard C. Wade, Howard Wilder and Louise Wade, A History of
the United States (Atlanta; Houghten Mifflin Co., 1966), p. 660.
2
"Of Black America," C.B.S. telecast, op. cit.
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Plotorial repreaentatlon.—Book XXYII is the only book that
used a visual to oomplement the scanty information oonceriiing the
Negro’s role as a ser-wioeman. The piotvre included in this book por¬
trays a small number of Negro troops in a foxhole.
In not publishing a more detailed view of the performance of
the Negro servioemen, the texts are presenting an unrealistic view of
an engagement and of the participation of a large segnent of America’s
society which made an outstanding ^ontribiAion to the world. This is
a gross misrepresentation.
World War II
Tabydar data.—According to the tabulations in Table 7, the
book that received the hipest rating was Book XX7I. It gave more im¬
portance to the items of the criteria than any of the otiiers. Eight
of its items were placed in the excellent category and two items* "J"
in the good category and "E" in llie fair category. The second ranking
book* 7* placed in the good category and the degree of emphasis placed
on each of its items was good. Item "E" was emphasized more forcefully
in Book 7 than it was in Book XI7I.
Three books* XU* XU and XXII were ranked in the third highest
position. The unusual feature was the degree of emphasis placed by
each book on the items of the criteria. All of the items received an
equal degree of importance and placed in the fair category. Twenty of




RATINGS PCR WORLD WAR II
Books
A B C D
Criteria
E F G H I J
Totals Airerage
Weights
I 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 18 1.8
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
III 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 19 1.9
IT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
V 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 40 4.0
VI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
IX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
z 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
xin 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0






DBF G H I J
Totals Average
Weight
X7I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
X7II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIX 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 3.0
XX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 3.0
XZII 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 3.0
XXIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXV 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 18 1.8
XXVI 5 5 6 5 3 5 5 5 5 4 47 4.7
XXVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
xmii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
Factual interpre tat Ion of textual data*—In the main, the
hooks do not discuss iiith any degree of accuracy roles played by Hegroes
in World War II. Se-reral of them mentioned the Selectime Service Act
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but left doubt as to whether it really applied to Negroes. Books
aad XXVI ga'W the best oo-verage of the Negroes’ role. They stated
that Negro officers oonsaanied not only Negro troops but also white
troops; that one Negro officer was elevated to the rank of Brigswiier
General; that discriminaticn and segregation existed e-ven in the Battle
of the Bulgej Negro and whites served in the seuae company but different
platoons; and that many Negro servicemen and units were decorated for
gallantry.
No mention is made in any of the texts of Dorie Miller who was
the first imerican hero of World War II; the record established by the
99th Pursuit Squadron; the 95 Black Pilots who won the distinguished
flying cross; nor of the Negroes who fought at Guadalcanal, Iowa Jima,
Okinawa, North Africa, Nomandy Beach, and throughout Europe and the
Pacific.®
Pictorial representation.—In spite of the fact that modern
photographing equipment was available and professional photographers
were employed by the branches of service, newspspers, magazines, and
the War Department to record a visual account of the War, only three
Richard C. Brown, William C. Lang, and Mary A. Tlheeler, The
American Achievement (Atlanta* Silver Burdett Co., 1966), p. 707.
2
Howard P. Wilder, Robert P. Ludlum, and Harriett MoCune Brown,
This is America’s Story (Atlanta* Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966), pp.
627-628.
g
"Of Black America,* C.B.S. telecast, op. cit.
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of the textbooks (two published by the same oaapany) presented a pic¬
ture of the Negro service personnel. Book I included a picture of
General B. 0. Davis. Sr. and General B. 0. Davis. Jr. Books ZXl and
2XII presented a picture of an integrated group of Women in the Air
Force (WAF). Though it is the only picture used, it does reflect a
recognition of the modern trend in portraying America's armed forces
as being multi-racial.
Eoreem Conflict
Tabular data.—The tabulations of Table 8 reveal that neither
book adequately emphasised the items of the criteria. The top ranking
book. 11. received a rating of between fair and poor, or an average
■weight of 2.3. Three of the items. "F." "H.** and "I" were not in¬
cluded in the treatment and therefore were placed in the absent category.
Item "J" reoei-red a poor rating and the remaining six items were rated
fair. The book that ranked second did not sufficiently emphasise the
itans and placed very low. 1.8. Twenty-one of the books failed to
treat any of ■ttoe items.
Factual interpretation of the textual dattu—Book HFI is the
only book that did not completely ignore the role of the Negro soldier
in the Korean Conflict, but its ■brea’tment was quite ixiadequate. Mention
is made of the full integration of the armed forces on the battle fields
of Korea as a result of •ttie Executive Order issued by President Truman
in 1948. No men'tion is made of the 24th Begiment's cap'ture of Yaohon.
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TABLE 8




DBF G H I J
Totals Average
Weight
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
71 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
7II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
Till 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 18 1.8
IX 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 18 1.8
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
II S 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1 2 23 2.3
III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
iin 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 11 1.1
XI7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0








1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 l.o
XVII
I
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
mil 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.1
XXII 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.1
XXIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXIV 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXYI
/
2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 18 1.8
ipcvii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
jxmii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
Amerioa* s first victory; nor that tiro Negroes •were awarded the Con-
iressional Medal of Honor for valor in this Conflict.^
^Ebony Editors, op« oit., pi 297.
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Pictorial representatl<m»""Books 2X1 and XXII exhibited their
oognizanoe of the modem trend of portraying Anerica’s armed forces as
being multi-racial by presenting a picture of an integrated machine
gun crew over-looking a pass in Korea. Book YIII also pictured America
as being multi-racial by including a picture of an integrated group of
fighting Marines reading a report of the armistice.
The scsuroity of pictures in ihe texts could be interpreted to
mean that the authors have singly ignored the Kegro enlisted men and
officers who served so gallantly in iliis war. Further, it might indi¬
cate their unawareness of acceptable standards for reporting history.
The Vietnaa War
Tabular data.—From the tabulation in Table 9, it was found
that only two of the books treated the items of Ihe criteria and the
treatmenb was so Inadequate that even a poor rating could not be given.
These books were VII and XXVI. Book XXVI emphasized all of the items,
except "E" and "I* to a poor degree. Itens "E" and "I** were absent.
Book VII placed emphasis, and that to a poor degree, on item *C." The
other nine items were placed in the absent category.
Factual interpretaticn of textml data.~“Ibat the Negro
servicemen played euai are playing an iioportsnt role in Vietnam is
authenticated by prominent historians. Yet, only oib of the twenty-
eight textbooks used in this study gave tbe slightest mention of Negro
servicemen in Vietnam. Book XXVI stated that Negroes were fully inte-
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Tj^LB 9
RATINGS FOR THE VIETNAM WAR
Books
A B C D
Criteria
E F G H I J
Totals Average
Weight
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
IV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
V 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
VII 1 1 z 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1.1
vin 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
IX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
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TABLE 9—Continued
Books Criteria Totals Average
ABCDEFGHIJ Weight
XVI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIX 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
2X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XSII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XIIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
3DCIV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXVI 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 18 1.8
XXVII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
XXVIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0
grated in the armed forces in Vietnam* No menticaa is made of the
thousands of Negroes serving on front lines and of the niimber losing
their lives. To be exact, Negroes constitute approximately twenty per¬
cent of the front line forces and about fourteen percent of the war
1 2
deeid. Two Negroes have received the Congressicnal Medal of Honor.
Pictorial representation.—There is in neither of the twenty-
eight texts examined a pictorial representation of the courageous Negro
soldiers, marines, sailors and airmen who are even today serving the
cause of freedom for their country. One can speculate that there is a
conspiracy, referred to earlier, among the writers and publishers to
effectuate a blackout on oontributiona of Negro servicemen. If such
is true, it is hoped that this situation will soon be remedied wnd that
the facts concerning Ihe Negro’s role as it is now played will soon bo
presented objectively and comprehensively.
^"Of Black America," C.B.S. telecast, op. cit.
2
Ragni Lantz, "Dixie Town Fetes War Hero," Ebony (June, 1967),
p. 27.
CHAPTER III
SUMMAET, CCJNCLTJSIONS, HaPLICAIIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
American history is a recording of significant events and
of the personalities asvooiatAd' ivith tiiaa* yet this record as often
reported* omits* or cites nith vagueness and inaccuracy* the contri*
butions of the Negro emd specifically the Negro servicemen ishe not
only fought for independence and other causes* but also endured the
hardships that occurred in the formation and the building of the
American nation.
The realization of the American dream by persons irho poets
called dreeoiers of the dream was not achieved without much bloodshed
in nvmerous military conflicts and in each of these* representatives
of all facets of the population worked and fought to help make the
American dream of respect and equality fbr all a reality.
It is felt* however, that prejudices haije deterred these
dreams. Negroes generally and the Negro servicemen particularly have
not been accorded proper recognition in histoiy* nor have they realized
full equality of privileges that have been accorded the majority group.
This is true in spite of the fact that they have made important oontri-
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butlons* achieved greatness, and distinguished themselves both as
citizens and servicemen since their first introduction to life in
imerica*
It is the writer's belief that the accomplishments of the
Negro ser-vloemen comprise one of the brightest chapters in Ajaerican
history, bi:fc American students have been denied knowledge of these
aocomplishments because accounts ha-ve not been included in textbooks
which have a far reaching influence upon the teaching of American
history*
In a recent study, Lerone Bennett, an author who specializes
in historical research, concluded after examining texts used in many
American schools that, "history texts still igiore or defame black
Americans*"
To some extent the writer was ataxe of this neglect and be*
came deeply concerned aboufc the comprehensiveness and objectivity of
information as related to the treatment of Negro servicemen in the
Georgia adopted high school American history textbooks* Thus, this
research emerged*
Evaluation of the Prdblma
It was indicated in Chapter I that the writer, for a number
of years the teacher of American history in a large metropolitan high
school, was concerned about the dearth of information dealing with the
^House Committee on Education and Labor, op* cit*, p* 214*
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Negro servicemen which characterized the textbooks used in the teach¬
ing of imerioan history. If the distorted and/or inaoourate views
presented by ttiese texts were to be corrected, it was necessary to re¬
fer the students to many other sources. Consequently, the writer felt
that 8U1 cmalysis of the textbooks used could perhaps result in the
Statens adopting texts which contain more accurate accounts of the con¬
tributions of Negro servicemen to American life.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge
The findings of this research should serve as a valuable
reference fbr pro;jecting a different image of the Negro servicemen for
it has presented documented information on their achievements and con¬
tributions to American life. Further, it should be of immeasurable
value to those teachers, who are not knowledgeable of these accomplish¬
ments, to better prepare their students to fully appreciate and tinder-
stand the contributions of these men.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study vas to evaluate the ex¬
tensiveness and accuracy of the information about Negro servicemen as
recorded in American history textbooks used in the State of Georgia.
The research was limited to an analysis of twenty-six of the
American history high school textbooks which are on the State Adopted
Textbook List and two additional texts which are not on the List but
ha'?© been recently published and are -widely used in the Atlanta
schools*
The Cen-tral Purpose
Jai attempt -was made to determine the oomprehensiveness of the
Information presented in the textbooks in teims of its being adequate
enough to promote an accurate understasding of the role of the Negro
ser-Tioemen* Infomation -which imd been omi-bted or distorted was cited*
The Research Design
The descriptive-sur-vey method of research, utilizing the speci¬
fic technique of content analysis and statistical treatment of the text¬
books, was used to fulfil the purposes of this s-budy*
The instruaent used in this study was constructed in such a
manner that the pertinent data extracted from -tile texts could be ays-
tema-tically treated in terns of their portrayal of the Negro servioe-
meiu The i-tems which comprised the checklist were based on criteria
used for the selection of textbooks with regards to the treatment of
12 3
minorities by California, New York, and lliohigan* The degree of
lemphasis placed on each item was ascertained* There were fi-v© cate¬
gories used to indicate the degree of emphasis - Excellent, Good, Fair,
Poor and Absent* The da-ba are assembled in tabular and narrative forms
as dictated by the prodedural steps of the s-tudy and -were presented in
Chapter II*
^House Coinmittee on Education and Labor, op* oit*, pp* 265-267.
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Stmanary of literature.—The literature pertinent to this study
has been carefully reviewed and the following findings are reported*
1* Nixnerous studies reveal thed: there is much to be desired
in the treatment accorded Negroes in the textbooks used
in public schools* Not only are many aspects of Negro
life and culture omitted and/or distorted but the United
States is depicted as being exclusively white, Anglo-
Saxon or North Buropesm in origin.^
2* In what is regarded as a cultural ccnspiracy textbook
writers fail to menbion what the Negro heus done for
Anerioa but often merttion what imerioa has done for the
2
Negro•
3* Tliiversal errors often ooimiitted by textbook writers are
labeled as "Mas by omission" and "bias by inertia*"
"Bias by amission" may be seen in the-works of those
•writers who do not give full reoo^ition to the contri¬
bution of all groups and "bias by inertia" reveals itself
3
in textbooks which rely heavily upon discredited myths.
^Aarcn N* Stolkin, "The Treatment of>Hinorities in Textbooks,"
Education Digest, XXI (October, 1964), 21*
2
House Committee on Education azd Labor, op* cit*, p* 827*
^ay Allen Billington, "Bias in History Textbooks," Saturday
Review, XLIX (January 15, 1966), 59-60*
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4« Books used in Southern states vrere said to be \m>
desirable because of their prosouthern bias* They
■were described as being filled with unfa'vorable im¬
plications or half-truths which probably are accepted
as 'true accounts*^
5* Textbooks filled with e'vnsions* half-truths and dis¬
tortions negatively condition both whi'be and black
^erioans* White ^erioana who identify with a land
created by their own blood and sweat are filled with
racism* Black Americans are filled with a feeling of
2
inferiori'by and submissiveness*
6* Modern psychologists are in agreement that self-concepts
and aspiraticxxal levels of children are affected by
the role of the history of a people*®
7* The social thinking of the young 48- influenced by
4
textbooks*
^Journal of Negro History^ XIV (July, 1934), 223-25, quoted
in Leedall it, ileyland, *’Wby ilegro History in the Junior and Senior
High Schools,* The Social 3tiidl8i^>a, LVII (Novanber, 1967), 318*
^Lerone Bennett, Jr*, "The Hegro in Textbookst Reading,
•Riting and Racism," Ebony (March, 1967), 132*
3
Sol N* Elkins, "Minorities in Textbooks* The Latest Chap¬
ter," Teachers College Record, LXVI (March, 1965), 503*
^American Historical Society, Conclusions and Recommendations,
A Report of the Commission of Social S'fcudies (New York* American
Historical Society, 1934), p, 79.
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8* The Negro culture content found in textbooks used in
the State of Georgia negatively affected the attitudes
of both Negro and 'nhite pupils and tended to widen the
gap irriiioh separates the races.^9.The treatment gi-ven Negro soldiers in textbooks used in
fourteen southern states was foiind to be most inadequate.
Only three of the books implied that Negroes had rendered
military service to their oovmtry while the other seven-
teen ignored the fjibject, even after World War I.
10. Fran a 1947 study made of ^fty-one textbooks used the
State of Mississippi it was fouzd that only five of them
referred to the Negro as a soldier. The impression given
was that Negroes had not figured significantly in any of
3
the encounters of their country.
11. Many Negro soldiers who are fighting in Yietnam today
believe that for the first time they have the opportunity
to prove themselves as soldiers. Few of them knew that
Negroes had fought ooureigeously in all of the previous
^Cornelius Troup, "The Culture Content in tte State-Adopted
Textbooks of Georgia” (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta IMiversity, 1937), p. 79.
2
R. B. Eleazer, School Books and Rac ial Antagonism, A Report
prepared for the Executive dommitt'ee on Education and baoe feelations
(Atlanta, Georgia, 1937), p. 3.
^Walter Reed, "Negro Culture Content in State Adopted Text¬
books of Mississippi" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Educa¬
tion, Atlanta Rnivarsity, 1947), pp. 37-38.
6e
wars engaged in by their country,^
12* Participation of the Negro in America’s msijor wars has
been established by the official records of the army and
navy, statements of commanders under whom they served,
2
newspapers and other evidence,
13* Secretary of War Stanton reported that the 200,000 Negroes
who fought with the Union Aimy during the Civil Wsir turned
the tide of victory,^
14, During World War II Negroes served in all branches of
the army ard navy and distinguished themselves as en-
4
listed and drafted men,
15* More than forty Negroes have been awarded the mtion’s
5
highest honor, ths Congressional Medal of Honor.
16, The Board of Education of the City of New York has
agreed to use only those textbooks which fully treat -
g
the contributions of minority groups,
^Tom Wicker, "American Society is White Oriented," The Atlanta
Constitution, March 2, 1968, p, 4,
2
Marie Carpenter, op, cit,, pp, 39-40.
Howard N, Ifyer, "The Ne^ected Tool," The Crisis, ISI. (Novem¬
ber, 1963), 532,
^Maurice R, Davie, Negroes in American Society (New York*
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incr, 1949), pp, 315-316,
^Irvin H, Lee, Negro Medal of Honor Men (New York* Dodd, Mead
and Compare), pp, 127-129.'
®House Comittee on Biuoation and Labor, op. cit., pp, 285-286,
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17. The academic achia-vemant of Negro children is increased
when ■liiey can identify with the characters in textbooks*^
18. The NEA has urged all persons concerned with education
to remoTO all distorted and inaccurate material about
Negroes from the textbooks and to present an accurate and
2
comprehensive portrayal of the contributions of all groups.
19. Publishers have used different means for meeting the de-
meoids made upon than by the public. Some publish two
editions of tin same textbook while a few others offer
exclusively the multi-iethnio texts in all parts of the
country. In the South, Yirginia and Florida are using
3
rather extensively the multi-etiinio textbooks.
20. Negroes as well as whites would be helped if they learned
about the oentributions made by Negroes to America’s
culture.^
Sunmary of the Basic Findings
The most revealing thing about the textbooks examined is that
^Ibid., pp. 804-805.
^"The Treatment of Minorities in Textbooks," School and Society,
XCV (Summer, 1967), p. 323.
S
Neyland, op. cit., p. 326.
^James Baldwin, "A Talk to Teachers," Saturday Review, XLI
(Novanber, 1963), p. 44,
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most of them ware oharaoteriaed by 'the absence of scholarly and
forthright treatmaat of Ihe Negro servioemen. It is impossible for
students using these textbooks to fully understand the history of
imerioa's armed encounters without fullycoomprehQndingtthe-r,ol®o®^t1"-fe®
different racial groups that have brought honor and glory to America*
This research was focused cxn such a oonoern and a summation of the
basic findings has been set forth* by wars* immediately below*
The Revolutionary War
Tabular data*—Twenty-six of the twaaty-eight books examined
treated the Revolutionary War* Of this nuniber* none was found to be
giving excellent emphasis to ihe items of the criteria* One book
placed in the good category and two in the fair category* Ele-ren
books plaoed in the absent category because they did not es^hasize
any of the items of the criteria,*
Factual and pictorial data*—Three of the books exaained dis¬
cussed the Boston Massacre and the martyrdom of Crispus Attuoks* Two
of them cited the battles fought in by the Negro servicemen and the
heroes of these battles* The fact that more than 5,000 Negro troops*
who were not wanted by General George Washington* volunteered their
services and served in many capacities was seldom mentioned*
Only four of the texbs printed pictures idiioh supported the
textual information about the Negro servicemen and they were speci¬
fically dealing with the Boston Massacre* Evidences of distortion can
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be cited in the pictures published in two cf the texts. In one book
is the picture of the Boston Maasaore—the faces of all the partici¬
pants are painted iMte. The sane is true of the palntii^ dealing with
Wadxington crossing the Delaware. This, seemingly, would indicate that
textbooks writers ars not oonoemedwith usipg accurate illustrations
to help students visualize and develop a better understanding of his¬
torical data.
The War of 1812
Tabular data»~OiLly five of the textbooks treated the role of
the N^ro servicemen, and they, in a very negligible fhshion. The top
raiking book was relegabed to the poor categoiy. One book did not
treat the items because its content was not applicable to the subject
treated. A totsJ. of twenty-two books failed to place any emphasis
on the items of the criteria and were assigned to the absent category.
Factual and pictorial data.—Almost consistely omitted from the
textbooks is an account of the Negro servicemen's, soldiers and sailors,
participation in the War of 1812. Yet, approximately nine percent of
Genereil Aodrew Jackson's eumy was composed of Negro soldiers. Their
victory at New Orleans goes unheralded as was the praise accorded them
by General Jackson, This is also true of Commodore Perry's victory on
the Great Lakes which is attributed in part to the gallant Negro sailors
who made up approximately twenty-five percent of his mates.
It is quite apparent that the authors and piklishers of the
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textbooks were not conoemed wLtti broadening the student* under¬
standing and appreciation of the role of the Negro serTri-oemen for
not a single text graphically illustrated the participation of the
Negro servicemen in any of their visuals.
The Civil War
Tabular data.—It is striking to note that the top-ranking
book* while not placing in the excellent category* did emphasis each
of the criteria and placed three of its items in the excellent cate¬
gory. The seoord highest ranking book stressed five of its items
sufficiently high enough to rank them in the excellent category. Both
books were placed in the good category. Ei^t of the books were placed
in the absent category because they did not stress any of the items.
Factual and pictorial data.—The ority of the texts gave
seme consideration to achievements of Negro servicemen in ■liiis Wair.
There weie discrepancies noted with regards to the number of Negroes
enlisted. Another point of controversy was whether Southern slaves
joined the Onion forces. Tram, a documented source this latter point
is said to have been the case. Seme of the famous Negro units organized
were praised for their oourageousness by Secretary of War Stanton and
tnenty Negro servicemen were avrarded the Congressional Medal of Honor.^
Ferw of the books mentioned the cruel punishment meted the
Negro soldiers of the TMion Army if they were captured by the Con-
,ee* op. Pit.* :pp, 127-128.
TS
federates* They were nob treated as prisoners of war* The Fort
Pillow Massacre is igaored by ell of the texts
Opportunities for using illustrations to enhance the learning
experiences of students were significantly disregarded. While the
pictures used supported -very expressly the textual information, their
limited vee left mvnh to be desired*
The Indian Wars
Tabular data*—‘Twenty-sewgn of the books were placed in the
absent oategoiT’, and the one bock that did place some basis on all
of the items except one was rated as being extremely poor* The empha¬
sis placed on the items was very insufficient*
Factual and pictorial data*-"The part played by the Negroes in
winning the West is disregarded by all of the texts except caie; and in
this one vague reference is made to the Negroes' contribution* Omitted
from the texts are accounts of the four all-Negro units stationed in
the West, of the Negro cavalrymen participating in General Custer's
last stand at Little Big Horn, the capturing of Chief Geronimo suad the
2
chasing of Sitting Bull into Canada. Fourteen of these Indian
3
fighters won Congressional Medals of Honor*
There were no pictorial representations in the texts* This
^Davis, op* oit, pp* 610-611*
2
"of Black America," op* cit*
®Ibid.
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would suggest tjiat there was no oonoeru fcr the students being know¬
ledgeable of this ne^eoted subject*
The Spanish-Amerioan War
Tabular data*—The nunerioal rating for the top ranking book
was poor* It stressed only seTOn of its items sufficiently well
enough to place them in the fair category and three of its items were
in the absent category* Because of the lack of emphasis on any of
the items of the criteria,-twenty-four of the books were placed in the
absent category*
raotual and pictorial data*—The 24th and 25th Regiments are
credited with havingi played an inportant role in the War* The ao-
knowledgmant was found in two of the books* The fact that five Negroes
won the Congressional Medal of Honor sinl four the Na-vy Medal of Honor
1
goes unnoticed*
Only one of the few pictures used was effeotiwe enough to
forcefully enhance the pupil’s understanding of this important e-vent*
■ World War I
Tabular Aata*-^The top ranking book placed some degree of empha¬
sis on each of the items of the criteria* Se^n of the items tallied
in the excellent category, one in the fair category and one in the poor
^•Of Black America," C.B.S. telecast, op* cit*
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category* The rating for the top ranking book was good* Eighteen
of the books did not place euiy emphasis on the items aid placed in
the absent oategcry*
Factual and pictorial data*—Only a limited number of books
giving reoognitioi to the Negro ser-sioemen noted that four Negro
raiments were awarded the French Croix do Guerre and that many of
the returning soldiers found discrimination, abuse, and lynching at
the hands of the Eu Elux Elan and Southern whites who were determined
to maintain racial barriers*
World War II
Tabular data*—Of ilio twenty-eight books examined, only two of
them ranked sufficiently high enough to be placed in the good category*
The first place book gate importance to eight of its it^s and they
were placed in the excellent category* Two of its items were placed
in the good category and cue in the fair category* The second ranking
book placed emphasis on all of its items-well enou^ for liiem to be
given a good rating* Twenty of the books were rated as absent because
they did not achieve any of the criteria*
Factual and pictorial data*—Generally, the books did not dis¬
cuss, with ary degree of accuracy, the part played by the Negro service¬
men in this War* They referred to the Battle of the Bulge and the part
played by Negro troops; the Negro officers who commaikled not only Negro
units but also a few white u3aita; and that some Negro units were decora*
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ated for gallantry.
Omitted IVom the texts is the account of 'the heroism of Dorie
Miller, the record established by the 99th Pursuit Squadron, and the
fighting of Negroes in every theater of War.^
Only three of the pictures of Negro ser'vioe personnel vrere
found in the books. This indica'bes that there is little or no recog¬
nition of the modern trend in realistically portraying Amerioa’s aimed
forces as being multi-racial.
Korean Conflict
Tabular da'ba.—None of "the books adequately emphasized the
criteria. The top ranking book rated poor—three of its items were
absent, one poor and six fair. Twen'ty-one of the books were pleujed in
the absent category because they failed to emphasize any of the cri¬
teria.
Factual and piotorial data.—Except for one book, a great wall
of silence characterizes the textbooks 'with regards 'to their empha¬
sizing the role of the Negro ser-vioemem. In this one book, referred
to pre-viously, the author noted that full integration of the branches
of ser-vioe follosed the issuance of the President’s Executive Order
denmnding such. Nothing is said about 'tiie Negro forces who oap'bured





There was a scarcity of pictures—only three in the books
exemined* This might izdioate that the writers and publishers were
not knowledgeable of the usefulness of pictures in reporting history*
The Tiertnam War
Tabular data*—Of the tweity-eight books exsiined, it was
found that only two gave ary emphasis to the criteria, md that to a
very low degree* As a matter of fact, the items were so inextensive-
ly treated that even a poor rating was not attained*
Paotual and pictorial data*—The important role played and
being played by the Negro servicemen is authenticated by prominent
historians, yet only one text vaguely mentioned the accomplishments
of these men* Neither book mentioned that two Negroes have won the
Congressional Medal of Honor and that thou^ Negroes constitute approxi¬
mately eleven percent of the American population, twenty percent of
the frontline forces are Negro, and that fourteen percent of America’s
dead are Negro*^
Not a single picture in any of the texts portrayed the achieve¬
ment of the thousands of Negro servicemen, who at this time are fight¬
ing for their country*
Conclusions*—The analysis and interpretations of the findings
^lEbony Editors, op* cit*, p* 297
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of this study seem to suggest the following conclusions*
1, Most of the texts used for teaching American history in
Georgia high schools do not measure up to the standards
of historioal research with regards to the adequate treat
ment of the Negro ser-vicemen.
2. Most of the textbooks used for teaching Atoericein history
in Georgia high schools treat the Negro servicemen super¬
ficial ly in content and do not discuss Negro servicemen
with objectivity amd accuracy*
3* There is a uniform absence of textual information and
pictures about the treatment of Negro servicemen*
4* The limited treatment of the Negro servicemen fails to
promote an understanding of their role*
5* Omissions and distortions seem to be the devices used by
publishers*
6* There is a wide range of degree of emphasis placed by
the texts upon the criteria necessary in the treatment
of Negro servioemen*
7* Textbook writers need to consult authenticated sources
for the accounts of the achievement of Negro servicemen*
8* The texts do not instill in the Negro students feelings
of patriotism or pride in their heritage*
?; Implications*—The following implications arise after a
thorough examination of the American history textbooks currently used
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in the high sohools of the State of Georglat
!• That distortions and omissions which build up unfavor¬
able and untrue images of Negro soldiers create serious
psychological effects upon Negroes and whites.
2* That it is impossible for students to fully understand
the history of America's armed enoounters unless they
tinder stand the role and total contributions of all ser'vice-
men*
3* That there is an urgent need for a scholarly and forth¬
right treatment of the Negro servicemen in almost all
the Anerioan history high school textbooks on the Georgia
approved list.
4. That an ill-balanced approach to the treatment of Negro
servicemen might create within many Negroes a negative-
self image and in whites a feeling of racial superiority.
5« That increased knowledge of the total contributions of
Negro servicemen would lessen the effects of the glorifi¬
cation and privileged status of many white servicemen.
6. That change is needed in the textbook treatment of Negro
servioemen.
Reconroendations.—That careful and thorough analysis and inter¬
pretations of the basic findings* conclusions* and implications of this
study seem to warrant the following reocmmendationsi
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1* That the State of Georgia take inmediate steps to adopt
textbooks which would more adequately reflect the con¬
tributions of ihe Negro servicemen*
2* That more funds be made available by the federal govern¬
ment for the publishing of books that give an accurate
and adequate pcrtrayal of the Negro servicemen as a part
of the total integrated treatment given all servicemen*
3* That publishers and textbook writers work cooperatively
in presenting to the public books which rectify the ad¬
verse treatment usually given the Negro servicemen*
4* That publishers solicit the help of Negro historians in
writing American History texts for high schools*
5« That more in-service training courses be made available
to teachers in order to make them more knowledgeable of
the achievements of the Negro servicemen*
6* That graphic illustrations which support textual informa¬
tion ccnoerning Negro servicemen be used more frequently
in order to enhance the learning experiences of the students*
7* That further research in the same general area be done but
on a broader scope, regional or national, and that the
limitations be less restrictive so that the treatment would
be concerned with female Negro service personnel as well
as male*
^PENDIX A
'J'HE AMERICAK HISTORY TEXTBOOKS USED
,POR THIS STUDY
Allen, Jack and Betts, John L. Historyt USA» Atlanta: Anerioan
^
^ook Cq., 1967.
Bailey, Thomas A. The American Pageant. Boston: D. C. Heath and
Co., 1966.
Baldwin, Leland D., and Warring, ^ary. History of Our Republic.
New York: Van Nostrand Co., Ino. , 1965.
Boiler, Paul F., Jr., and Tilford, Jean. This is Our NatAbay.
Atlanta: Webster Publishing Co., 1962.
Brown, Richard C,, Lang William C., and Wheeler, Mary A. The American
Achievement^. Atlanta: Silver Burdett Co., 1966.
Casner, Mabel, and Gabriel, Ralph H. Stary of the Aaerioem Nation.
Atlanta: Haroourt, Brace sind World',' Ino.1967.
Current, Richard N., DeConde, Alexander, and Dante, Harris L. United
States History. Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and Col, 1967.
Eibiling, Harold HI, King, Fred M., and Harlow, James. History of
Our United States. River Forest, Illinois: Laidlaw Brothers,
T366';;
Eibiling, Harold HI, King, Fred M., Harlow, James, and Finkelstein,
Milton. The Story of America. River Forest, Illinois:
Laidlaw brothers, 1965.
Gardner, William. We8t*s Stoiy of Our Country. Atlanta: Allyn eind
Bacon, Ino., 1563.




Heller, Landis R», Jr», and Potter, Norris W. One Nation Indivisible*
Columbus, Ohioi Charles E* Merrill Books, Ino*, 1966*
Johnson, Walter* The United States Since 1865* Atlantai Ginn and
Co*, 1965*
Eomislar, Allan, and Frizzle, Donald* Discovering American History*
New York* Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc* , ISd?*
Link, Arthur S*, and Muzzey, David S* Our American Republic* AtLantai
Ginn aid Co*, 1966*
Mackey, Margaret G*, Tlegs Ernest W*, and Adams, Fay* Your Country's
History* Atlanta* Ginn and Co*, 1966.
Ifeickey, Margaret G*, Tiegs, Ernest W*, and Adams, Fay* Your Country's
Story* Atlanta* Ginn md Co*, 1963*
Muzzey, David S*, and Link, Arthur* Our Country's History* Atlanta*
Ginn and Co*, 1965.
Platt, Nathaniel, and Drummond, Muriel Jean* Our Nation From Its
Creation* New Jersey* Prentice-HaU, Ino*, 1966*
Quillen, I* James, and Krug, Edward. Living in Our America* Atlanta*
Scott, Foresman and Co*, 1964*
Shafer, Boyd C*, McLemore, Richard, and Augsburger, Everett* United
States History for High Schools* River Forest, Illinois*
Laidlaw Brokh^s, 1966'*
Shafer, Boyd C*, McLemore, Richard A*, Augsburgar, Everett, and Finkel-
stein, Milton* A High School History of Modern America*
River Forest, Illinois* Laidlaw Brothers, 1^6*7*
Steinburg, Samuel* The United States* Story of a Free People. Atlemta*
Allyn and Bacon, Ino*, 1964*
Todd, Lewis Paul, and Curti, Merle* Rise of the American Nation*
Atlanta* Harcourt, Brace and Wot id, Inc*, 1966.
Wade, Richard C*, William, Howard B*, and Wade, Louise C* A History
of 'ttie United States* Boston* Houghton Mifflin Co*, 1'966*
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Wilder* Howard B** Ludliim* Robert P** and Brown* Harriett McClure*
This is Americans Story* Bostons Houghton Mifflin Co.*
T§66T
Williams, T* Harry, and Wolf* Hazel C* Otg Arorioan Hation* Colum¬
bus, Ohios Charles E* Merrill Books* -i-no** 1966*
Wyman* Wallcer D** and Ridge* Martin* The imerioan Adventure* Atlantai
Lyons and Carnahan* Ino** 1964*
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